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We have carried out a systematic study on the vertical breakdown behavior of
GaN-based epitaxial layers on 200-mm-diameter Si(111) substrates with dif-
ferent carbon concentrations. The GaN layers were grown by metalorganic
chemical vapor deposition by tuning growth parameters such as temperature
and pressure. This study shows that, when the carbon concentration of the
wafers is below 1 9 1018 cm�3, the vertical leakage currents are high with
breakdown voltages below 260 V. The wafers that reveal lower vertical leak-
age currents are those with moderate carbon doping concentrations (between
�1 9 1018 cm�3 and 2.5 9 1018 cm�3), whereas wafers with higher carbon
concentrations (‡4 9 1018 cm�3) give rise to poor breakdown behavior caused
by lower crystal quality and rougher surface morphology. The uniformity of
vertical breakdown behavior across a 200-mm wafer shows that wafers with
low crystal quality also exhibit poor uniformity. Moreover, when the carbon
doping level is relatively high (between �2 9 1018 cm�3 and 2.5 9 1018 cm�3),
good uniformity with variation of �5% can be achieved.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, AlGaN/GaN-based high-electron-
mobility transistors (HEMTs) have received increasing
attention for application in electronic devices due to
their excellent power-handling capability with high
efficiency and operation at high frequency.1–3 Sub-
strates commonly used for GaN epigrowth include
sapphire, SiC, Si, and bulk GaN. Unlike Si and GaAs,
whose native substrates are available at low price,
bulk or freestanding GaN substrates are quite
expensive because of the difficulties in preparation of
high-quality crystals of GaN.4 Among the foreign
substrates, SiC is also expensive, while sapphire has
poor thermal conductivity, although it is widely used
for lighting. Comparatively, the cost of Si substrates

is much cheaper and large-diameter wafers up to
300 mm are readily available, thus enabling use in
existing complementary metal–oxide–semiconduc-
tor (CMOS) lines. Therefore, GaN-on-Si wafers are
considered to be quite promising for power device
applications.5–10

To obtain high breakdown voltage in AlGaN/GaN
HEMTs, the GaN-based buffer layer needs to be
highly semi-insulating to suppress the leakage
currents with the applied voltages. Introducing
acceptor-like deep traps by doping with iron or
carbon is an effective approach, as the undoped GaN
buffer shows n-type behavior because of residual
donors such as silicon, background oxygen impuri-
ties, and nitrogen vacancies. Compared with iron,
carbon doping is more attractive as iron can cause a
memory effect.11–13 In the literature, growth of
highly resistive GaN buffers by auto carbon doping
during the metalorganic chemical vapor deposition(Received February 8, 2015; accepted May 4, 2015)
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(MOCVD) growth process has been reported, where
the carbon impurities originate from the metalor-
ganic precursors.13–15 The carbon concentration in
GaN layers can be controlled through growth
parameters such as temperature, pressure, and
V/III ratio.12–15 However, the effect of these growth
parameters on the breakdown voltage characteris-
tics of carbon-doped GaN buffers grown on 200-mm-
diameter Si substrates as well as the uniformity
aspects have not been reported in previous studies.

In this work, we demonstrate epitaxy of GaN
layers with different carbon doping concentrations
by tuning the growth temperature and pressure. The
leakage current behaviors of these GaN buffers are
studied to understand the relationship between the
residual carbon and the vertical buffer breakdown
voltage.16,17 Furthermore, the buffer breakdown
uniformity characteristics are further investigated,
being beneficial for commercialization of 200-mm-
diameter GaN-on-Si technology.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

GaN layers were grown on 1.05-mm-thick 200-
mm-diameter p�-Si(111) substrates using a Veeco
Turbodisc K465i MOCVD multiwafer reactor. To
avoid the melt-back etching effect, the growth
started with a high-temperature AlN nucleation
layer with thickness of �140 nm. Thereafter, 1.1-
lm step-graded AlGaN transition layers and GaN
buffers including the carbon-doped GaN layer were
deposited. The carbon concentrations of the samples
were measured by secondary-ion mass spectroscopy
(SIMS). Crystal quality was evaluated by high-
resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) analysis.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Nomarski
microscopy were used to study the surface mor-
phology of the GaN layers.

Seven samples were grown using different growth
parameters for the GaN buffer, while all other layers
were grown using the same growth conditions. For
samples in groups A to C, the GaN buffer consisted of
a �600-nm standard GaN layer (layer I) without in-
tentional carbon doping and a �900-nm carbon-
doped layer (layer II). The growth conditions for
layer I were kept the same for all samples. The lay-
er I GaN was grown with high crystalline quality9 to
avoid defect propagation from underlying AlGaN
transition layers, so accurate carbon profiling could
be done in the top layer II. The carbon content is
usually higher in unintentionally doped AlGaN lay-
ers with high dislocation density. Therefore, to avoid
propagation of line defects and carbon at the AlGaN/
GaN interfaces, layer I was grown at higher pressure
and temperature. For layer II, the V/III ratio of all
samples was kept at the low value of 300, because the
carbon level is higher for lower V/III ratio based on
our experiments and early studies.12,15 The growth
pressure was set to 50 torr, 100 torr, and 200 torr for
group A, B, and C, respectively. In each group, the
growth temperature was changed while all remain-

ing parameters were kept the same. Sample X was a
reference sample with only a 1.5-lm standard GaN
layer whose growth settings were the same as for
layer I of all other samples. Schematic cross-sections
of the growth structures are shown in Fig. 1, and
Table I presents the detailed growth pressure and
temperature conditions for layer II.

To investigate the influence of the carbon doping
level on the buffer leakage properties, 100 lm 9
100 lm surface electrode contacts were made using a
non-Au-based metal stack Ta/Al/Ta18,19 annealed at
575�C for 30 s in N2 atmosphere. The vertical leakage
current behavior of all samples was measured using
the setup illustrated in the insets of Fig. 3a, and
vertical leakage current versus voltage (Jv–V) mea-
surements were performed using an Agilent B1505A
power device analyzer.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows the SIMS measurement results for
the carbon concentrations in layer II for samples in
groups A to C. The detection sensitivity limit of back-
ground carbon is set at 1 9 1017 cm�3, and the GaN
buffer of the reference sample X gives a carbon level
below this limit. It is clearly seen from this figure that
the carbon level decreased with increasing growth
pressure and temperature, respectively, in accordance
with previously reported results.12–15 However, it can
be seen that, in our growth system, the response of the
carbon level to a change in temperature is more evi-
dent than for a change in pressure. In group B, the
carbon concentration of layer II in sample B3 was
more than 10 times less than that for sample B1 with a
growth temperature increased by 50�C. In compar-
ison, for samples A2, B2, and C, the carbon concen-
tration of layer II decreased by only 2.5 times with an
increase in the growth pressure from 50 torr to
200 torr. Moreover, the silicon concentrations of all
samples were found to be below the SIMS detection
limit of 1 9 1017 cm�3. Oxygen levels of all samples
were also monitored. From the inset of Fig. 2, which
shows the depth profile of SIMS intensities of both
carbon and oxygen levels for sample B1, the oxygen
level of layer II remains at a low intensity, as for lay-
er I and transition layers. This indicates that the
increase in the carbon level does not affect the oxygen
level of the sample, as also found for the other samples.

Figure 3 shows the Jv–V curves tested at the
center of the samples; the vertical breakdown volt-
age Vvbr is defined as the corresponding voltage
where the buffer leakage current density reaches
1 mA cm�2. It is expected that a higher Vvbr value
can be achieved for a GaN buffer with higher carbon
content because the buffer layer is assumed to ex-
hibit higher resistivity with more carbon dopants
compensating the inherent n-type carriers. Accord-
ing to such a mechanism, sample A1 should exhibit
the highest Vvbr. However, sample A1 exhibits very
poor buffer leakage behavior with Vvbr of �175 V
and hard breakdown at �210 V. Moreover, the
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leakage current of sample A1 is even higher than
that of the reference sample X, even though the
carbon concentration in layer II of sample A1 is
more than 40 times higher than that of sample X,
which was unintentionally doped. To understand
this anomalous behavior between the carbon level
and Vvbr, the surface morphology of sample A1 was
studied by Nomarski microscopy and AFM mea-
surements. In Fig. 4a, both images clearly show
that a high density of deep pits is visible across the
wafer. It has been previously reported that deeper
pits are quite detrimental to buffer leakage perfor-
mance.20 Thus, deep pits should be the reason for
the very high leakage currents of sample A1. The
formation of a high density of deep pits is due to the
lower growth temperature of layer II, as no wider
pits are detected from the microscopy and AFM
images of sample A2 (Fig. 4b), whose layer II was
grown at 20�C higher than that of sample A1. Due
to the improvement of the buffer quality, sample A2
exhibits a sharp increase of Vvbr, reaching �372 V,
which is the highest value among all the samples.

Comparing the electrical data of group B samples
(among samples B1 to B3), which were also grown

with only different temperatures, samples B1 and
B2 exhibit similar Vvbr values of �358 V and
�348 V, respectively. However, the threshold leak-
age current of sample B1 is two orders of magnitude
higher than that of sample B2, which implies that
sample B2 has a higher layer resistivity than that of
sample B1. In the HRXRD results shown in
Table II, the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM)
values of both the GaN (002) and (102) rocking
curves indicate that the crystal quality of sample B1
is comparable to that of sample A1, which gives poor
leakage behavior inferior to that of sample B2. It
seems that, although no evidence of deep pits is
detected for sample B1, the higher edge dislocation
density (related to broadening of the asymmetry
rocking curve linewidth) leads to a much higher
initial leakage current. Sample B3 is the one with
the highest leakage current, in accordance with the
lowest carbon level. The results for samples B2 and
B3 provide clear evidence that carbon doping effec-

Fig. 1. Schematic cross-sections of (a) samples in groups A to C and (b) reference sample X.

Table I. Summary of growth parameters of layer II
for all samples

Sample No. Pressure (torr) Temperature (�C)

Group A
A1 50 1000
A2 1020

Group B
B1 100 1000
B2 1020
B3 1050

Group C
C 200 1020

Reference
X 200 1050

Fig. 2. Carbon concentrations of layer II for samples in groups A to
C by SIMS measurements. The depth profile of SIMS intensities of
both carbon and oxygen levels for sample B1 is shown in the inset.
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tively improves the buffer leakage, although sam-
ple B3 has a lower dislocation density as indicated
by the FWHM values.

For samples A2, B2, and C, which were grown by
varying the growth pressure from 50 torr to
200 torr, even though the carbon level in layer II of
sample A2 was slightly higher than that of sam-
ple B2 and more than twice that of sample C, the
Vvbr value of sample A2 was only about 20 V higher.
However, it can be seen from Fig. 3a that the
threshold leakage current of sample A2 was one
order of magnitude lower than that of both sam-
ples B2 and C, which means that the buffer resis-
tivity of sample A2 is the highest among these three
samples. Therefore, the growth pressure has a cer-
tain influence on the buffer leakage behavior, but it
is not as significant as the temperature effect.

To further understand the effect of the carbon
doping of the buffer on the large-diameter wafer
performance, the uniformity of the breakdown volt-
age across the 200-mm wafer was investigated. Four
samples (samples A2, B1, B2, and C) with the highest
Vvbr values measured at their center were chosen
from among all eight samples. Figure 5 shows theJv–

V curves measured at nine locations across the wafer;
a schematic of the measurement positions is illus-
trated in the inset of Fig. 5a. Sample B1 exhibits poor
uniformity as Vvbr ranges from 173 V to 358 V while
hard breakdown at just above 300 V can be observed
at three locations. From such results, we believe that,
in some areas of sample B1, deep pits may also exist
even though they were not detected by optical mi-
croscopy. Therefore, similar to sample A1, neither of
these samples can provide good insulating behavior
because of the material quality deterioration even
with high carbon concentration. Both samples A2
and B2 exhibited good uniformity of the buffer leak-
age currents with Vvbr variation of �5%, while for
sample C, Vvbr ranges from 282 V to 387 V with a
variation of �27%. Considering the carbon concen-
trations of samples A2, B2, and C together with the
uniformity measurement results, it seems that, when
the carbon concentration of the wafer is around �1 9
1018 cm�3, as revealed by sample C, the leakage be-
havior is more sensitive to any growth fluctuation
than for wafers with higher carbon concentration
(between �2 9 1018 cm�3 and 2.5 9 1018 cm�3), as
seen in samples A2 and B2.

Fig. 3. (a) Jv–V curves (Inset: Schematic setup for vertical leakage
measurement) and (b) Vvbr measured at the center of all samples. Fig. 4. Nomarski microscopy images of (a) sample A1 and (b)

sample A2. AFM images of both are shown in the insets.
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CONCLUSIONS

GaN layers with different carbon concentrations
were grown on 200-mm-diameter Si substrates by
changing the growth temperature and pressure, and
their vertical leakage behavior was investigated. The
carbon concentration increased with decreasing
growth pressure and temperature, respectively. How-
ever, the impact of the carbon concentration on Vvbr

was found not to be linear. In three sets of samples

studied with different growth pressures, the samples
grown at the lowest growth temperature of 1000�C
exhibited high carbon concentrations (‡4 9 1018

cm�3) but low crystal quality, and thus poor leakage
behavior and uniformity were observed. However, when
the growth temperature was 1020�C, highVvbr and good
uniformity were found for the grown samples which
exhibited moderately high carbon concentrations
(between �1 9 1018 cm�3 and 2.5 9 1018 cm�3) as well
as better crystal quality. Moreover, the samples grown
at the highest growth temperature of 1050�C exhibited
low carbon concentration (<3 9 1017 cm�3) and high
leakage current, despite showing good crystalline qual-
ity. Therefore, to obtain high Vvbr, both the carbon con-
centration and crystalline quality need to be considered.
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Table II. HRXRD FWHM results of all samples
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A1 586 1212
A2 572 1035
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B1 587 1238
B2 572 1158
B3 496 689

Group C
C 538 1120
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X 494 648

Fig. 5. Jv–V curves of (a) sample B1, (b) sample A2, (c) sample B2,
and (d) sample C measured at nine locations across an 8-inch wafer.
A schematic of the measurement positions is shown in the inset.
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